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From the President 
 
Welcome to the Society’s 53rd edition of Call the Hands and accompanying occasional papers. I 
trust you find them of interest. 
 
The month of May was a busy period for Society volunteers as they prepared for and conducted 
an educational cruise on Sydney Harbour to coincide with the anniversary of the Japanese 
midget submarine attack on the night of 31 May to 1 June 1942. We were delighted that 97 
members, volunteers and guests participated in the three-hour cruise which visited sites where 
significant events occurred. In addition to the commentary, guests were able to visualize the day 
with the assistance of an illustrated book produced for the occasion. We were honoured that the 
Consul-General of Japan in Sydney, Mr Kiya Masahiko joined us as well as Japanese media 
representatives. Given the success of this cruise the event is likely to become an annual event. 
 
Forty years on, in June 1981 the crews of HMAS Melbourne (II), HMAS Torrens and embarked 
aircraft conducted an important humanitarian rescue operation in the South China Sea. The 
story of this rescue which saved 99 Vietnamese refugees who became known as MG99 is a 
feature of the June 2021 edition of the Society’s magazine, the Naval Historical Review. Many of 
the refugees who settled in Australia and a number of their rescuers will come together for a 
reunion at the HARS museum, Albion Park, NSW on 20 June. We look forward to providing 
further news on the matter next month. 
 
In addition to the video of the month which provides insight into the RAN in the 1960s we provide 
a video on the Hunter Class frigates. These very capable vessels will replace the Anzac Class 
frigates and provide the backbone of the Fleet in the coming decades. 
 
Finally, a look at the month of June in history highlighted the extremely difficult and dangerous 
environment confronting Allied navies in the Mediterranean in 1940. To illustrate this, we have 
included extracts from the diary of Stores Assistant, Gordon Hill who served in HMAS Vendetta 
at the time. It is interesting that his ‘matter of fact’ descriptions does not convey the sense of 
trepidation which all his shipmates and civilian population lived with. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
David Michael 

  

Support the Society 
Although Call the Hands is a free service to the community, produced by volunteers there are costs. Our objective is simply to 
promote understanding of Australian naval history.  Voluntary contributions are essential to deliver this service to readers.  If you 
value our work please consider a donation.  https://www.navyhistory.org.au/donate/ 
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Video of Interest: Hunter Class Frigate Capabilities 
 
This 30-minute Youtube video provides insight into the systems planned for incorporation in this 
8,800 ton ship. The Hunter Class ASW frigates on order for the RAN are set to prove world class 
in all capablities. They are due for delivery late this decade and into the 2030s. This video will be 
of interest for readers wishing to update themselves on current and future warship technologies 
from various countries. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fEZ9X_2fDU 

 
 

Hunter Class Names 
 
The first three ships of the Hunter Class will carry 
the names of three major Australian regions, all 
with strong historical maritime and naval ties;  
 
HMA Ships Flinders (II) (SA region named for 
explorer Captain Matthew Flinders - first 
circumnavigation of Australia and identified it as a 
continent), 
 
Hunter (NSW region named for Vice-Admiral John 
Hunter - first fleet Captain and second Governor of 
NSW); and 
 
Tasman (state and sea named for explorer Abel 
Tasman - first known European explorer to reach Tasmania, New Zealand and Fiji). 
 
The class name was specifically chosen for the alternate interpretation of a ‘hunter’ personifying 
the role of the frigates as a submarine hunter, with the term embodying the pursuit of prey. 
 
Source: 
 
Sea Power Centre – Australia, Hunter Class FFG, specifications and names, available at:  

 
https://www.navy.gov.au/fleet/ships-boats-craft/future/ffg 

  

Link 

Artists Impression of Hunter Class Frigate 

Link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fEZ9X_2fDU
https://www.navy.gov.au/fleet/ships-boats-craft/future/ffg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fEZ9X_2fDU
https://www.navy.gov.au/fleet/ships-boats-craft/future/ffg
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40th Anniversary of the HMAS Melbourne MG99 Rescue 
 
 
Society Members will read in the June 2021 edition of 
the Naval Historical Review a detailed account of this 
historic South China Sea rescue in which HMAS 
Melbourne (II), HMAS Torrens and embarked aircraft 
located and rescued 99 Vietnamese refugees. The 
following short is a short description of the event. 
 
On the night of 21 June 1981, while participating in 
international naval exercises, the crew of the RAN 
Majestic aircraft carrier HMAS Melbourne (II) rescued 
99 Vietnamese men, women and children from a 
leaking, overcrowded boat in the South China Sea. The 
boat had been at sea for four days, the engine was no 
longer working and the refugees had very little food or 
water. 
Once in Melbourne they were given medical attention, 
clothing, bedding, food and water. Melbourne then 
continued to participate in the exercises while caring for 
the refugees and undertaking other humanitarian roles 
related to injured or ill seamen from other ships. 
 
On completion of the exercise Melbourne continued on 
to Singapore arriving on Friday 26 June. United Nations 
and immigration officials boarded the ship and 
processed the refugees before transferring them to the 
Hawkins Road refugee camp run by the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees. The refugees 
became known as the Melbourne Group 99 (MG99). 
Commander John Ingram of the Melbourne took an active 
role in the rescue and care of the refugees on board the 
ship and in Singapore where he arranged for supplies of 
food to be sent to the camp. 
 
HMAS Melbourne requested that the Australian 
government resettle the 77 refugees who had asked to be 
sent to Australia rather than Europe or the United States of 
America. This group arrived in Australia in July 1981. 
 
Source: 
Australian War Memorial, available at, 

 
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1283671 

 
 
 

  

HMAS Torrens sea boat alongside 
HMAS Melbourne unloading survivors 

Commander John Ingram, Supply 
Officer, with distressed female survivor 

Link 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1283671
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1283671
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From the Archive: HMAS Vendetta: June 1940 
 
The Gordon Argyle Hill Collection was generously donated to the Society in May 2020 by the 
Vendetta Veterans Association (Qld). Gordon served in the RAN from 1938 until retiring as a 
Chief Petty Officer in 1950. Gordon passed away in 2018. The bulk of his collection relates to his 
service in HMAS Vendetta from September 1938 until May 1941 as a Stores Assistant. He 
maintained a comprehensive diary and was an accomplished photographer. A number of his 
unique photographs have been previously published in this newsletter. The following pages from 
his diary describe his experiences in June, eighty-one years ago in the Mediterranean. 
 
At this time HMAS Vendetta had commenced a long refit at Malta on 3rd June 1940. During her 
time alongside the ships company were loaned to the Army, and became part of the force ready 
to repel a possible invasion of the island by enemy forces. 
 
Gordon Hill diary pages for June 1940 
 
During his posting to HMAS Vendetta Gordon Hill’s diary was initially written in a traditional diary. When 
completed he switched to blank pages in his Victualling Manual. 
Post War he typed it and later self-published it as a book entitled ‘ My Naval Sojourn’. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mick Pettingell and Gordon Hill on 
sentry duty in Malta June 1940. 
Photos from the Gordon Hill 
collection 

Handwritten diary pages, Gordon Hill Collection 

HMAS Vendetta wearing 
her first disruptive 
pattern camouflage and 
wearing her 'D69' 
pennant number. Her 
pennant number later 
changed to 'I69' in May 
1940. 
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Gordon Hill diary extracts, 11 to 13 June 1941 while serving in HMAS Vendetta (I) at Malta.  
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Photo of the Month 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HMS Taciturn at Balmoral, Sydney 22 Aug1966 
 

HMS Taciturn and other Royal Navy Submarines including HMS Tabard, Trump and Odin were 
stationed in Sydney for varying periods following WW2. For almost 20 years until establishment 
of the Fourth Australian Submarine Flotilla in 1967 they provided anti-submarine warfare training 
for ships of the RAN and RNZN. These boats also carried out covert Cold War intelligence 
gathering operations whilst deployed. 
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AE2 Webinar Video 
 
On 20 March 2021 the Friends of the Holbrook 
Submarine Museum conducted a 56-minute 
webinar which examined the expeditions to locate 
and then survey the wreck of AE2, the Australian 
WW1 submarine known as the 'Silent Anzac'. AE2 
was sunk by gunfire in the sea of Marmara in 
Turkey during the Gallipoli Campaign. All of the 
crew escaped the submarine but became 
prisoners of war. The AE2 wreck is significant in 
that it houses untouched artefacts remaining from 
the Gallipoli Campaign. The operations of AE2 are legend, however, this webinar covers 
technical aspects of the explorations to find the sunken submarine and later dive and survey the 
wreck. In this video two prominent experts (Dr Mark Spencer and Dr Roger Neill) are hosted by 
Dr Michael White, President of the Friends of Holbrook Submarine Museum. The panel 
members describe their discoveries and the innovations introduced to survey and later preserve 
the wreck for future expeditions. The video includes many unique images which make it a 
valuable reference for anyone interested in wreck exploration and Australian submarine 
heritage. It is highly commended viewing. 
 
 
Our thanks to Thor Wesenlund, Secretary of the Friends for bringing the webinar to attention. 
 
Further Reading Roger Neill, AE2 ‘The Silent ANZAC’ - The Expeditions to find and study 
the Submarine’. Hard copies are available for $25 plus post. An eBook version is also available 
for $12. Copies may be purchased by e-mailing; weonawei@bigpond.com 
 

Gundula Holbrook 
 
On 3 March 2021 Gundula Holbrook, wife of Commander 
Norman Holbrook RN VC, died at the age of 106. Gundula was 
born in the same year that her husband won his Victoria Cross 
as a Lieutenant in command of the Royal Navy Submarine B-
11. Gundula Holbrook was one of the few links remaining to 
events of the First World War. She had met her husband on the 
Austrian ski slopes in 1952 and was fascinated to hear that 
Holbrook had won the VC. Her obituary is available in the 
British Telegraph newspaper via the following link  

 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/obituaries/2021/03/03/gundula-holbrook-nurtured-legacy-husband-awarded-victoria-cross/ 

 
 
As a consequence of anti-German feeling in Australia following the outbreak of the First World 
War in August 1914 the town council of Germanton, decided on 24 August 1915 to change its 
name from Germanton to Holbrook in recognition of the heroic exploits carried out by Lieutenant 
Norman Holbrook, RN. His Victoria Cross was awarded for “most conspicuous bravery on the 
13th December 1914, when in command of the Submarine B-11, he entered the Dardanelles, 
and, notwithstanding the very difficult current, dived his vessel under five rows of mines and 
torpedoed the Turkish battleship "Messudiyeh" which was guarding the minefield. Lieutenant 
Holbrook succeeded in bringing the B-11 safely back, although assailed by gun-fire and torpedo 
boats, having been submerged on one occasion for nine hours.” 
 
Norman Holbrook visited the town named after him several times during his life and following his 
death in July 1976 Gundula decided to donate her husband's Victoria Cross medal group to the 
Council of the Shire of Holbrook. This was carried out on the 11th May 1982.  

Link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxM-1bIQyhQ 

Link 

mailto:weonawei@bigpond.com
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/obituaries/2021/03/03/gundula-holbrook-nurtured-legacy-husband-awarded-victoria-cross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxM-1bIQyhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxM-1bIQyhQ
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/obituaries/2021/03/03/gundula-holbrook-nurtured-legacy-husband-awarded-victoria-cross/
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News in Brief 
 
NUSHIP Stalwart sails for Australia 
 
NUSHIP Stalwart III set sail for her home in Australia ahead of her commissioning later this year.  
 

 
 
NUSHIP Stalwart (III) is the second Supply Class Auxiliary Oiler Replenishment (AOR) built for 
the Royal Australian Navy by Spanish shipbuilder, Navantia.  The Australian Supply Class ships 
are based on the Spanish Navy's Cantabria Class design. The ships are intended to carry fuel, 
dry cargo, water, food, ammunition, equipment and spare parts to provide operational support 
for the deployed naval or combat forces operating far from the port on the high seas for longer 
periods. 
 
HMAS Sydney has marked one year in service  
 
HMAS Sydney's ship’s company marked the first anniversary of her commissioning near San 
Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge.  
 

 
 

The anniversary was a proud milestone for Sydney’s commissioning commanding officer, 
Commander Edward Seymour. “I am very proud of their work and dedication, and thank them for 
their tireless efforts, from taking delivery of the ship, through to commissioning and our current 
deployment to prove her lethality."  
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Video of the month 
 
This 8mm home movie filmed by Graham Winterflood between 1967 and 1973 was digitized by 
the Australian War Memorial. It includes footage on a significant number of Australian and US 
Navy subjects including the decommissioned battleship USS Alabama and the aftermath of the 
collision of HMAS Melbourne and USS Evans. 
 
A description of the subjects covered in the video which runs for 24 min 28 sec is available via 
this AWM link.  https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/F00260 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/awm-media/collection/F00260/video/7490230.MP4 

 
 
 

This Month in History 
 
June 1859 The Imperial Squadron on the Australia Station consisted of HM Ships IRIS, (26 guns sailing); 

PELORUS, (21 guns screw); NIGER, (14 guns screw); ELK, (12 guns sailing); and CORDELIA, 
(11 guns screw). 
 

June 1884 The steel twin-screw gunboat PROTECTOR was commissioned. PROTECTOR was laid down 
in the yard of Armstrong, Mitchell & Co. at Elswick, Newcastle Upon Tyne, England, for service 
with the South Australian Government. Heavily armed for her size PROTECTOR was 
practically a small cruiser. 
 

June 1902 HMS ENCOUNTER, (cruiser), later HMAS ENCOUNTER, was launched at Devonport, 
England. 
 

June 1916 Fleet Surgeon A. C. Bean, RN, was appointed as Director of Medical Services, RAN. In 1917 
his title was changed to Director of Naval Medical Services, and under his leadership the RAN 
Medical Service was created. 
 

June 1918 Major R. S. Dallas, DSO, DSC and Bar, Croix de Guerre, an Australian serving as commander 
of No. 40 Squadron, RNAS, was shot down and killed in combat with three German Fokker tri-
planes near Lievin, France. Major Dallas was credited with shooting down 39 enemy aircraft. 
 

June 1919 SBLT F. L. Larkins, RAN, was washed overboard and drowned from HMA Submarine J2, in the 
Karimata Strait, (between Borneo and Sumatra), while the vessel was returning to Australia. 
Larkins was one of the original entry to the RAN College in 1913. 

Link 

Watch Video 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/F00260
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/F00260
https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/awm-media/collection/F00260/video/7490230.MP4
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June 1928 HMAS Huon paid off into Reserve at Sydney. Without being again brought back into service, 
Huon was sunk by gunfire as a target off Sydney on 10 April 1931. 
 

June 1933 The prototype Supermarine Seagull V amphibian aircraft, designed for the RAN, was tested. 
The aircraft, and the Walrus which developed from it, was used extensively in the RAN and the 
RN. HMAS AUSTRALIA was the last warship to carry the aircraft in battle in 1944. 
 

June 1943 The Japanese submarine I-174 torpedoed the merchant vessel PORTMAR, and the landing 
ship LST 469, off Smoky Cape, NSW. PORTMAR sank, but LST 469 was towed to Byron Bay, 
NSW, by HMAS DELORAINE 
 

June 1944 HMAS MATAFELE, (stores carrier), vanished without trace on a voyage from Townsville to 
Milne Bay, QLD. The vessel carried a crew of 37. 
 

June 1948 The RAN Nursing Service, (RANNS), which had been formed in October 1942, was disbanded. 
57 uniformed nursing sisters had served in the RANNS during WWII. Civilian nurses were 
employed to provide care to RAN personnel from this time. 
 

June 1950 The decision was announced to reestablish the WRANS due to pressure on naval manpower 
from Cold War commitments. Initial categories were Telegraphist, Writer, Sick Berth Attendant, 
Stores Assistant, Cook, Steward and Regulating. 
 

June 1963 The River class destroyer escort, HMAS STUART, (CMDR M. L. Molony, RAN), was 
commissioned. STUART was laid down in Cockatoo Island Dockyard, Sydney, on 20 March 
1959, and launched on 8 April 1961. Mrs J. Gorton, (Wife of the Minister for the Navy), 
performed the launching ceremony. 
 

June 1968 At 0300 the destroyer HMAS HOBART, (CAPT K. W. Shands, RAN), was accidentally attacked 
by a US Air Force F-4 fighter, off Cap Lay, Vietnam. The aircraft fired a total of three missiles at 
HOBART, in two separate attacks. All three missiles hit the ship, and two RAN personnel, 
Ordinary Seaman R. J. Butterworth, and CPO R. H. Hunt, were killed, and seven others 
wounded. An enquiry into the incident revealed that due to the darkness, the pilot of the aircraft 
mistook the radar picture of the ship as an enemy helicopter. 

June 1969 HMAS BRISBANE, (guided missile destroyer), fought a fire in the merchant ship SINCERE, at 
Singapore. When the fire raced out of control, she took off the ship's crew. 
 

June 1973 The first Hawker Siddeley 748 transport aircraft was delivered to the RAN's Fleet Air Arm. The 
new aircraft replaced the Dakota transports in service since World War II. 

June 1981 HMAS MELBOUENE, (aircraft carrier), rescued 99 Vietnamese refugees from a disabled 
fishing boat in the South China Sea. 

June 1988 Mrs. Sheila Kenworthy, (nee McClemans), CMG, OBE, first Director of the WRANS died in 
Perth, WA. 

June 1993 HMAS JERVIS BAY arrived at Townsville after its second mission to Mogadishu, Somalia as a 
part of Operation SOLACE, the Australian Defence Force’s contribution to the US-led operation 
to bring peace and humanitarian relief to the war torn African nation. 
 

June 2004 During a two week 'blitz' on illegal fishing vessels in Northern Australian waters, more then 15 
Indonesian fishing vessels were detained. HMA Ships BUNBURY, WARRNAMBOOL, and 
WHYALLA, (patrol boats), assisted Australian Customs vessels to apprehend the illegal fishing 
boats. 

June 2017 The ADV Cape Inscription was commissioned at Fleet Base West. The two Cape-class patrol 
boats for the navy were built by Austal under a AU$63 million project and leased for 2 years 

 
The entries selected for publication this month are randomly generated from an extensive database of historic naval 
events. The absence of a significant event is in no way intended to cause offence. The objective is to provide a cross 
section of events across time.   The Society’s website enables you to look up any event in RAN history. Searches can 
be made by era, date look up or today. The latter appears on the home page. The others are accessed via the 
Research page. https://www.navyhistory.org.au/research/on-this-day/ 

  

https://www.navyhistory.org.au/research/on-this-day/
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Readers Forum 
 
Paravanes 
 
Our thanks to David Jehan for providing several 
interesting images of paravanes manufactured for 
the RAN. David wrote ‘As part of my research into 
Clyde Engineering1 I've found they made paravanes. 
During 1941/42 they manufactured four types of 
paravane in the following quantities; 42 of 31 knot, 
60 of 22 knot, 18 of 18 knot and 12 of 16 knot. In 
July 1943 all dies, templates and jigs used in the 
manufacture of this equipment was handed over to 
the RAN Torpedo factory in North Sydney. Please 
find attached three photos that may be of interest the 
Naval Historical Society’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Development of Paravanes for Minesweeping 

 
Offensive mining of maritime choke points 
during the Russo-Japanese war of 1894-95 
proved the effectiveness of moored mines as a 
deadly weapon. Hence, paravanes were 
developed as a countermeasure by the Royal 
Navy early in the twentieth century. Paravanes 
are essentially an underwater kite which, when 
deployed by the towing vessel are used to 
destroy anchored mines. This was achieved by 
an underwater cable cutter attached to the 
paravane which severed the moored mines 
anchor cable. The mine was then destroyed 
by gunfire after floating to the surface. 
 
As indicated above the design of paravanes 
varied according to the speed of the towing 
vessel. Those towed by slower vessels (less 
than 16 knots) such as the Bathurst Class 
were commonly called ‘otters’. 
  

 
1 Clyde Engineering was an Australian manufacturer of locomotives, rolling stock, and other industrial products. It 
was founded in September 1898 and continues today under the ownership of Downer EDI. 

https://www.downergroup.com/company-history 
 

Paravane minesweeping principle – Seaman’s 
Pocket Book 1943 

https://www.downergroup.com/company-history
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Bathurst Class Minesweeping 

 
The Bathurst Class minesweepers were the primary 
user of paravanes during World War two and the 
immediate years after. With their roomy quarterdeck, 
they performed particularly well as minesweepers. In 
addition to deploying traditional mechanical (wire) 
sweeps, influence sweeps designed to simulate a 
target ship’s magnetic and acoustic signature were 
soon introduced. The peak of minesweeping activity 
in Australian waters occurred in 1941-43, only 
reducing as the deployment of enemy fleet units 
diminished. In March 1943, HMAS Gympie 
successfully swept the first ground influence mine 
found in Australian waters, a German supplied 
weapon laid by a Japanese submarine in the 
approaches to Brisbane.  
 
In August 1945 eight corvettes swept ahead of the 
victorious British fleet as it entered Hong Kong and three were present in Tokyo Bay at the 
Japanese surrender. The post-war era allowed no let up, and in addition to further sweeping and 
anti-piracy patrols off Hong Kong, the corvettes played a major role in clearing minefields around 
the Southwest Pacific. None were ever lost to enemy mines but, tragically, in September 1947 
HMAS Warrnambool struck an Australian laid mine while attempting to clear a defensive field in 
the Great Barrier Reef. She sank with the loss of four lives. 
 
At this time Warrnambool was leader of the 1st division comprising her sister ships Mildura, 
Katoomba, HDML 1326 and HDML 1329. At 15:56 Warrnambool struck the mine. As a result of 
the explosion Signalman Norman Lloyd Lott, 28608 was lost overboard and listed as missing, 
believed killed. Thirty-two men (three officers and 29 ratings) were injured. Stoker Ronald John 
Garrett, 34344, Ordinary Seaman John Herbert Hyland, 28583 and Able Seaman Donald Bain 
Sigg, 31199 subsequently died from the injuries they sustained. All of those killed were from 
Victoria. 
 
By the mid-1950s the RAN ceased operating a minesweeper force with the last operational 
corvette, HMAS Fremantle paid off on 22 June 1959.   
 
Further Reading: 
 
NHSA , RAN Minesweepers and Minehunters, available at: https://www.navyhistory.org.au/ran-
minesweepers-and-minehunters/2/ 
 
Dr David Stevens, The Australian Corvettes, Sea Power Centre-Australia, available at: 
https://www.navy.gov.au/history/feature-histories/australian-corvettes 
 
HMAS Warrnambool (I), Sea Power Centre-Australia, available at: 
https://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-warrnambool-i 

 
Occasional Papers 
 
Included with this edition of Call the Hands are the following occasional papers: - 
 

• Occasional Paper 112 - The Hollywood Fleet in Sydney Harbour 

• Occasional Paper 113 - A Sailors Life in the Mediterranean, 1940-41 Pictorial Record 
 

Crew members on Deloraine recovering an 
Orepesa minesweeping paravane from Bass 
Strait. 

https://www.navyhistory.org.au/ran-minesweepers-and-minehunters/2/
https://www.navyhistory.org.au/ran-minesweepers-and-minehunters/2/
https://www.navy.gov.au/history/feature-histories/australian-corvettes
https://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-warrnambool-i

